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Test Market 

In April, Red Kamel began test marketing new, differentiated marketing 
initiatives in Philadelphia and Atlanta. Red Kamel is testing the interest of 
adult smokers in a variety of unique direct mail, retail and event marketing 
initiatives. The programs will take a more localized or underground approach, 
focusing on adult smokers who are typically not affected by mainstream or mass-
marketing programs. 

The test market fits with Red Kamel's positioning and heritage. Red Kamel 
is a unique brand with an avant-garde attitude that is relevant to adult smokers 
with a cutting-edge mindset. Pack graphics with vivid, bright colors and abstract 
shapes; promotional offers such as tins and slide-box packaging; as well as 
differentiated advertising further solidify Red Kamel's positioning among adult 
smokers looking for a brand that stand's a part from its mainstream competitors. 

Red Kamel's heritage also comes through with the use of images that reflect the 
contemporary, yet vintage feel of the brand. Direct mail pieces, for example, 
highlight the brand's "retro" personality by using artwork from the 40s and 50s. 
Other materials show the brand's "running" camel beast trademark — Red 
Kamel's icon since the brand's original launch in 1913. 

Red Kamel will gain presence through direct mail, retail and event 
marketing programs. Following are descriptions of the three test-market 
initiatives: 

Retail - To emphasize Red Kamel's positioning and product, the brand — 
which has been featured in select markets before — will be more focused 
in its availability and presence. In addition to traditional retail stores, 
unique retail outlets such as vintage record stores (carry merchandise not 
found in chain/mainstream music stores, for example vinyl records, a rare 
commodity these days), tattoo parlors, art galleries and coffee shops will 
carry Red Kamel product for adult smokers. Each of these outlets fit the 
interests of adult smokers who purchase Red Kamel and smokers of 
competitive brands who may consider switching to Red Kamel. 
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In fact, the brand has a history of approaching retail in an innovative way. 
When Red Kamel was first introduced in 1913, the brand was not only 
marketed in traditional tobacco stores, but also in saloons, billiard halls 
and hotels. 

(Sales clerks within these different retail establishments have been given 
We Card Program materials, which outline minimum-age laws for selling 
tobacco products in their state and how to identify and reject attempted 
tobacco purchases by minors.) 

Event Marketing - Red Kamel will host a variety of age restricted (21 +) 
events for adult smokers, as well as, Red Kamel VIPs — age-verified 
smokers who have requested to be on the brand's mailing list. As Red 
Kamel VIPs, adult smokers may receive special at-event offers such as 
living-room style seating; drink discounts; free food and access to VIP 
lounges. Such offers help Red Kamel maintain loyalty of adult smokers 
who purchase the brand and switch smokers of competitive brands to 
Red Kamel. 

Red Kamel events within the test-market area include: 

• DJ and art gallery sponsorships: On a monthly and weekly 
basis, adult smokers will have the chance to experience up and 
coming DJs and artists. 

• Nightclub, bar and outdoor events: A series of weekly events 
for adult smokers such as a summer clambake and Vaudeville-
style party that includes a lounge singer competition. 

• Movie nights: Once a month, the brand will offer "Red Kamel 
Movie Night," an event that features retro movie classics, food 
and entertainment for adult smokers. 

These events, as well as, the VIP offers support the interests of adult 
smokers, fit the image of the brand, and serve as a great way for smokers 
to connect with the Red Kamel positioning and learn about the product 
first hand. 

Direct Mail - Red Kamel will send direct mail to adult smokers in the 
Philadelphia and Atlanta markets. The pieces include information about 
local age-restricted events sponsored by Red Kamel; alternative retail 
outlets that sell the brand; and special VIP offers for adult smokers who 
attend Red Kamel events. 

Advertising - Advertising that supports the Red Kamel test market will be 
featured in alternative weeklies in Philadelphia and Atlanta. No national 
advertising will be used to build awareness of the test-market. The brand's 
current advertising campaign will, however, continue to run nationally. 
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Limited Edition Slide Box 

In April, Red Kamel began offering limited-edition, slide-box packs in select 
markets. The two limited-edition packs, which feature artwork from the 40s and 
50s, offer adult smokers a bold, new packaging look. The slide-box will be 
available in lights and full-flavor. 

The limited-edition packs fit the heritage of Red Kamel. Red Kamel was 
originally introduced in 1913 with a unique hinged box, and marketed in saloons, 
billiard halls, hotels and tobacco stores. Today, the brand continues to offer 
adult smokers an innovative packaging design called the slide box. The slide-box 
is a hard-pack design that pushes open from the side versus flipping open from 
the top of pack. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., the manufacturer of Red Kamel, is 
the only tobacco company to offer adult smokers slide-box packaging. 

Red Kamel packs are representative of the original 1913 pack design and carry 
the brand's "running" camel beast trademark. The limited-edition packs also 
highlight the heritage of the brand by using artwork featured in actual 
advertisements from the 40s and 50s. 

Issues 

Test Market 

If asked why Red Kamel is shifting its marketing strategy: Red Kamel has 
implemented this test market to gauge adult smoker interest in new and 
differentiated direct mail, retail and event marketing initiatives. The brand has 
always had an underground feel with limited distribution in select markets and an 
irreverent and cutting-edge positioning. This more localized approach to Red 
Kamel and its marketplace presence has been designed to engage adult 
smokers who are not typically affected by mainstream brands or mass-marketing 
programs in Red Kamel. 

If asked how adult smokers get on the mailing list/become Red Kamel VIPs: 
Adult smokers may become Red Kamel VIPs by joining the brand's mailing list. 
To get on the brand's mailing list, adult smokers may sign-up at one of the 
brand's age-restricted events. Individuals must present a government issued ID 
as proof of their age, and sign a statement verifying that they are a smoker who 
wants to receive mailings from Red Kamel. (Will add to points about name 
generation process. Waiting for approved PR/Legal information that was recently 
updated by Jan.) 
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If asked about product sampling at event or through the mail: To maintain 
the underground feel of Red Kamel, the brand has chosen not to offer product 
samples at age-restricted events or via its direct mail program. The test-market 
initiatives have been designed to maintain the loyalty of adult smokers and 
compel smokers of competit ive brands to purchase Red Kamel by highlighting 
the unique heritage and nature of the brand. However, adult smokers who have 
been age-verif ied will be able to purchase Red Kamel product at brand-
sponsored events. 

If asked why Red Kamel chose to sell its products in alternative retail 
stores: The retail establishments within the test market area that sell Red Kamel 
products to adult smokers are unique. Locations that offer vintage records or 
tattoos, for example, fit the lifestyle interests of adult smokers who have a 
cutt ing-edge mindset. Such establishments solidify the Red Kamel positioning 
among adult smokers who purchase Red Kamel and those smokers who may 
consider switching brands. Sales clerks within each establ ishment have been 
given W e Card materials that outline minimum-age laws for selling tobacco 
products in their state, as well as, information needed to identify and reject 
at tempted tobacco purchases by minors. 

If asked about the We Card Program: All 50 states and the District of 
Columbia have minimum-age laws prohibiting the sale of tobacco products to 
minors. The Coalition for Responsible Tobacco Retail ing, a group of more than 
150,000 retailers who have joined forces to prevent the sale of tobacco products 
to kids, supports these laws. 

Wi th the assistance of tobacco companies like R.J. Reynolds Tobacco, the 
W e Card Program provides enhanced training programs and educational 
materials for owners, managers and employees in the retail industry. Program 
elements include in-store training, seminars and in-store signage that enhance 
awareness of minimum-age laws and give sales clerks the information they need 
to identify and reject attempted tobacco purchases by minors. Additional 
information on the W e Card Program may be found on RJRT's website. 

If asked about the "mobile retail truck": Red Kamel will park a mobile retail 
truck outside of some venues where the brand is hosting age-restricted events. 
Adult smokers will be able to purchase product (must be of legal age within that 
state to purchase product) and non-logoed items such as retro-style cups, 
t-shirts or l ighters, for example. Adult smokers (21 +) who have been age-verified 
may also join Red Kamel's mailing list. 

If pressed: Only when parked outside of venues where Red Kamel is 
hosting an age-restricted event, will the mobile retail truck be branded with 
Red Kamel signage. This signage is permitted under the MSA because 
the truck, which sells product and non-logoed merchandise to adult w 

smokers, is a retail establishment. (If needed: Tobacco brand signage N> 
may be placed outside of a retail establ ishment as long as the signage is <o 
within 14 feet of the retail establishment or building.) All Red Kamel 
signage is removed when the truck is being driven through traffic or in a &> 
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location other than in front of a venue hosting an age-restricted Red 
Kamel event/Appropriate retail licensing fees permitting the truck to 
operate as a retail establishment have been paid. 

Limited-edition slide packs 

If asked why Red Kamel has chosen to offer the limited-edition packs: 
With literally hundreds of different cigarette brands on the market, the brand 
wanted to create packaging that would allow Red Kamel to cut through the clutter 
of a crowded marketplace and have appeal with adult smokers. 

If pressed regarding the women featured on the packs: The women 
used on the pack design were selected because they represent a period in 
advertising history that fits with Red Kamel's authentic positioning — one 
that has been a apart of the brand's reintroduction since 1997. They were 
artwork featured is from the 40s and 50s. 

General 

If asked when and why Red Kamel was discontinued: 
Red Kamel was a popular brand in RJR's portfolio for 23 years after it was 
originally launched, and marketplace performance indicates that it is working for 
the company once again. The only reason Red Kamel was shelved in 1936 was 
because of the phenomenal growth of Camel, which like Red Kamel, was also 
launched in 1913. 

If asked when and why Red Kamel was reintroduced: 
In February 1996, the Red Kamel brand was re-established as a line extension to 
the Camel brand family into four test markets - Dallas, Los Angeles, New York 
City and San Francisco. Based on the success of the brand in those markets, 
Red Kamel was expanded in June into the Seattle, Minneapolis and Denver 
markets, and into Eioston and Philadelphia in September. In January of 1997, the 
brand expanded into Chicago, Houston, Florida and Cincinnati and was launched 
nationally in April of the same year. 

Red Kamel was re-introduced to offer adult smokers another choice within the 
Camel family, add unique brand imagery to the core Camel brand and to further 
strengthen Camel in the marketplace. 

If asked what the typical Red Kamel packaging looks like: 
The packaging for both the full-flavor and lights styles are dominated by the color 
red. The full-flavor packaging is accented by a creme color, white the lights box 
includes both cr&me and burnt orange. Both packs include the "running" camel 
beast on them; both have the brand's established date (1913) and the re
established date (1996); and both have the brand's slogan: "Back after 80 years ^ 
for no good reason except they taste good." jvj 
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Red Kamel and Camel have different taste signatures. Each blend offers 
smokers another choice within the Camel brand family. 
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